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Microstrip Line Negative Group Delay
Filters for Microwave Circuits
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Abstract—This paper presents a novel approach to the design
and implementation of a distributed transmission line negative
group delay filter (NGDF) with a predefined negative group delay
(NGD) time. The newly proposed filter is based on a simple fre-
quency transformation from a low-pass filter to a bandstop filter.
The NGD time can be purely controlled by the resistors inserted
into the resonators. The performance degradation of the NGD
time and signal attenuation (SA) of the proposed NGDF according
to the temperature dependent resistance variation is also ana-
lyzed. From this analysis, it is shown that the NGD time and SA
variations are less sensitive to the resistance variation compared
to those of the conventional NGD circuit. For an experimental val-
idation of the proposed NGDF, a two-stage distributed microstrip
line NGDF is designed, simulated, and measured at an operating
center frequency of 1.962 GHz. These results show a group delay
time of 7.3 ns with an SA of 22.65 dB at the center frequency and
have good agreement with the simulations. The cascaded response
of two NGDFs operating at different center frequencies is also
presented in order to obtain broader NGD bandwidth. NGDFs
with good reflection characteristics at the operating frequencies
are also designed and experimentally verified.

Index Terms—Bandstop filter (BSF), distributed transmis-
sion line, frequency transformation, negative group delay filter
(NGDF), signal attenuation (SA).

I. INTRODUCTION

I N RECENT years, a physical phenomenon referred to as
negative group delay (NGD) or superluminal wave propa-

gation [1] has been implemented in electronic circuitry and ap-
plied to various practical applications in communication sys-
tems, such as shortening or reducing delay lines, efficiency en-
hancement of a feedforward linear amplifier, bandwidth (BW)
enhancement of a feedback linear amplifier, and beam-squint
minimization in phased array antenna systems [2]–[7]. These
NGD phenomena can be observed within the limited frequency
band of signal attenuation (SA) in certain media where higher
frequency components of applied waveforms are propagated
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with phase advancement, not delay, relative to the lower fre-
quency components [8], [9]. The group delay (GD) characteris-
tics in circuit can be investigated by examining phase ( ) vari-
ation of forward transmitting scattering parameter. Using the
differential-phase GD ( ) relation,

(1)

the presence of NGD in circuit is equivalent to an increasing
phase (positive slope) with frequency.
Since the NGD synthesizer operating at a microwave fre-

quency was presented in [10] and [11] , various active/passive
NGD circuits have been designed in previous works using
RLC resonators [12]–[20] and artificial media [21], such as left
handed-metamaterial (LHM). However, the designed circuits
were based on the single resonator concept [10]–[20] and the
higher order filter synthesis methods were not discussed in
these works. Moreover, these circuits suffered from smaller
NGD-BW products and excessive SA.
Microwave/RF filters such as bandstop filters (BSFs) are key

building blocks of modern RF communication systems, as they
are used to filter out undesired signals because of their SA char-
acteristics. Various approaches have been applied to design dif-
ferent kinds of BSFs [22]–[28]. However, these works have only
focused on designing BSFs with large attenuation at specific
stopband and cannot provide the predefined amount of NGD
value. Moreover, no prior works have utilized the SA character-
istics of BSFs to investigate NGD behavior.
In this paper, a distributed transmission line negative group

delay filter (NGDF) topology with a predefined NGD time is
presented for the first time, to the authors’ best knowledge. The
newly proposed filter utilizes the SA characteristic of a BSF to
investigate the NGD phenomena. The circuit element values of
the proposed NGDF are easily obtained by applying a frequency
transformation from the Butterworth type low-pass filter (LPF)
prototypes to the BSF, and the required NGD time is obtained
by inserting resistors into the resonators. From the analysis, it is
found that the proposed NGDF is less sensitive to temperature
variations.
This paper is organized as follows. First, the theory and de-

sign equations of the NGDF are discussed to determine the el-
ement values of the filter from the specification of an NGDF in
Section II. The performance degradation and implementation
of the proposed NGDF with the distributed transmission line
are also discussed in this section. Secondly, the simulation and
measurement results are described in Section III, followed by
the conclusion in Section IV.
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Fig. 1. (a) Butterworth LPF prototype network using -inverters and (b) its
frequency response.

Fig. 2. Structures of NGDF. (a) Filter type I: -inverters with series RLC res-
onators and (b) filter type II: -inverters with parallel RLC resonators.

II. THEORY AND DESIGN EQUATIONS

A. General Design Equations

Fig. 1 shows the -inverter-coupled Butterworth LPF proto-
type network and its associated frequency response. The ele-
ment values of this circuit [27] are obtained as follows:

(2a)

(2b)

(2c)

where is the number of filter stages. This network can be
transformed to the NGDF prototype shown in Fig. 2(a) by
simply applying the following transformation equation and
inserting resistors in the shunt resonators [27], [28]:

(3)

where and are the 3-dB fractional bandwidth (FBW) and
the angular center frequency of the NGDF, respectively.
Therefore, the element values of the NGDF shown in Fig. 2(a)

can be calculated in (4) and (5) as follows:

(4)

(5)

Fig. 3. Relationship between correction factor and number of filter stages.

The resistors are inserted into the shunt LC resonator to get
the predefined NGD time. The resistances can be obtained by
analyzing the shunt LC resonator, the values of which are given
in (6) as follows:

(6)

where , , and are the terminated port impedance, GD
time, and correction factor, respectively. The values of the ad-
mittance inverters ( ) and are the same as in (2a) and
(2c), respectively. A correction factor ( ) is inserted into (6) to
take into account the fact that each resonator contributes to the
GD time and increases the GD time so that it is higher than the
required value for the overall circuit as increases. To com-
pensate for the deviation from the required value, is inserted
into (6) so that the exact value of the resistor can be obtained for
the required NGD time. This value was obtained by comparing
the exact resistance value for the required NGD time of the filter
with the calculation using (6) with , and is shown in Fig. 3.
Using these extracted values, the expression of is found as
shown in (7) by using the nonlinear curve fitting method

(7)

where values of constants are given as ,
, , and , respectively. For

the design graph, the relationship between and is plotted in
Fig. 3 and compared with extracted values for the validation. As
seen in this figure, the curve fitted values are exactly matched
with extracted values. As seen in this figure, as increases, the
value of approaches toward the smaller value.
The NGDF prototype (filter type I) shown in Fig. 2(a) is not

practically suitable for filter implementation due to the fact that
the shunt series resonator branch results in physically unrealiz-
able capacitance and inductance values so that it is not easy to
realize with transmission lines. Therefore, the additional admit-
tance inverters are inserted into the shunt branch to obtain the
realizable component values by arbitrary scaling and can easily
be implemented with the distributed elements. The values of
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TABLE I
SPECIFICATON OF NGDFs

TABLE II
ELEMENT VALUES OF UNMATCHED NGDF WITH

TABLE III
ELEMENT VALUES OF UNMATCHED NGDF WITH

the modified NGDF (filter type II) shown in Fig. 2(b) are deter-
mined by equating the input admittance of the shunt resonators
of Fig. 2(a) and (b).
Therefore, the closed-form element values for the NGDF

shown in Fig. 2(b) are obtained as

(8)

(9)

(10)

where is a scaling factor admittance inverter and is the same
as in (2c). The values of can be chosen arbitrarily so that
physically realizable values of and can be obtained.
To validate the theoretical analysis, the NGDFs with specifi-

cation defined in Table I are designed and simulated. The Butter-
worth-type LPF is considered in this work for its relatively flat
GD characteristics. The values of obtained from Fig. 3 are
given as 0.435 for and 0.274 for . The calculated
element values of the NGDF for and are given in
Tables II and III. As shown in Tables II and III, the lumped-el-
ement values of Fig. 2(a) are not suitable for real-
ization with microstrip lines. However, the realizable element
values are obtained by introducing , as shown in Fig. 2(b).
Fig. 4(a) shows the simulated GD and SA ( ) characteris-

tics of the proposed NGDF with and is compared with

Fig. 4. Comparison results for conventional BSF and NGDF with .
(a) GD/magnitude characteristics and (b) phase characteristics of .

the conventional BSF. As shown in this figure, the GD time of
7 ns and the SA of 22.58 dBwere obtained at GHz

in case of the proposed NGDF, which can be compensated with
a general purpose gain amplifier. Therefore, the SA value should
be as small as possible, which helps to reduce gain burden of the
amplifier as well as out-of-band noise and can provide a stable
operation when the NGDF is integrated with an RF system [20].
The NGD-BW (NGD ) is defined as the BW of
GD of 0 ns, as shown in Fig. 4 for convenience, and is generally
slightly smaller than 3-dB BW. The NGD-BW of the proposed
filter, as shown in Fig. 4(a), is 125 MHz, which is slightly less
than the 3-dB BW.
The phase characteristics of the proposed NGDF and con-

ventional BSF are shown in Fig. 4(b). As seen from this figure,
the phase of is increasing with frequency (positive slope)
in the case of the NGDF, which signifies the presence of NGD,
whereas it is decreasing with frequency (negative phase slope),
which signifies positive GD in the case of the conventional BSF.
Fig. 5 shows the comparison of the GDs and the SA charac-

teristics of the proposed filter for the different number of filter
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Fig. 5. Comparison of GDs and magnitude characteristics for different
number of filter stages.

stages. As shown in the figure, the NGD-BW is slightly in-
creased as increases. However, the SA is also increased for
the same amount of GD time. Therefore, there are tradeoffs be-
tween the NGD time, SA, NGD-BW, and number of filter stages
.

B. Performance Degradation Analysis

The temperature dependence of a resistor is represented by
the following relationship:

(11)

where , , , and are the temperature coefficient, ini-
tial resistance, resistance variation, and temperature variation,
respectively.
Fig. 6 shows the performance degradation of the NGDF for

the different values of assuming the resistance variation of
5 . As seen from these figures, the GD time and SA variations

are around 0.9 ns and 1.9 dB, respectively, from the refer-
ence values. However, the SA and NGD of the conventional
NGD circuit varied significantly up to 22 dB and over 40 ns,
respectively, with the same resistance variation [19]. Therefore,
from these results, it is concluded that the proposed NGDF is
considerably less sensitive to temperature-dependent resistance
variations.

C. Distributed Transmission Line Implementation

A quarter-wavelength ( ) transmission line is one example
of a practical -inverter. The equivalence between the
transmission line and the -inverter is obtained by equating the

parameters of both circuits [26]. Thus, the -inverters
are implemented with microstrip lines in this work, as
shown in Fig. 7. It can be observed that both load admittance

Fig. 6. Performance degradations of NGDF with resistance variation of 5% for
different filter stages: (a) and (b) .

functions (12) and (13) of the shunt parallel LC resonator and
the short-circuited transmission line from Figs. 2(b) and
7, respectively, have the same characteristics in the vicinity of

,

(12)

(13)
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Fig. 7. Structure of distributed transmission line NGDF.

TABLE IV
ELEMENT VALUES OF TRANSMISSION LINE
UNMATCHED NGDF [REFER TO FIG. 7]

where and is the characteristic impedance of
the transmission line. Therefore, the parallel LC resonators can
be implemented with the short-circuited transmission line with
the characteristic impedance and a physical length of
at . The element values of the unmatched transmission line
NGDF designed for of 6.5 ns at of 1.962 GHz with the
3-dB BW of 200 MHz are described in Table IV.

D. Matched NGDF

As shown in Fig. 4, the proposed NGDF suffers from poor
reflection characteristics. One of the ways to improve the reflec-
tion characteristic is through a balanced NGDF structure. How-
ever, this structure increases the number of components (such
as hybrid couples) and the overall size. Therefore, a simple so-
lution is to insert the input and output impedance transformer
networks on both sides of the NGDF, as shown in Fig. 8. The
purpose of impedance transformer networks is to transform the
input/output impedances of the NGDF to the port impedance of
50 . Since the structure is symmetrical, even- and odd-mode
analysis can be applied to determine the required value of the
characteristic impedance of impedance transformers. The
-parameters of the proposed structure of the matched NGDF
can be obtained as follows in (14):

(14a)

(14b)

where and denote the even-and odd-mode imped-
ances, respectively, of the -stage NGDF. For example, for

, the impedances can be obtained as follows in (15):

(15a)

(15b)

Fig. 8. Structure of matched NGDF. (a) General block diagram and (b)
matched distributed transmission line NGDF.

where and are the propagation constant and length of the
transmission line, respectively. The value of and are
given as follows in (16):

(16a)

(16b)

For a matched network, it is required that and should
be equal to zero. Assuming at , the required value of

is obtained for the matched condition as follows in (17):

(17)

Furthermore, this design method can be applied to find the
characteristic impedances of transformers for higher order filter
stages.
Figs. 9 and 10 show the simulation results of the unmatched

and matched NGDF, respectively, for the comparison. The el-
ement values of the matched NGDF are given in Table IV for
the same design specification. To obtain the same GD time for
both filters, the matched NGDF should be designed for a higher
GD time than the required value because two impedance trans-
formers provide a positive GD time. As shown in Fig. 10, the
return losses of the matched NGDF are better than 50 dB at
. However, the NGD-BW of the matched NGDF is somewhat

smaller than that of the unmatched NGDF due to the fact that
the NGDF should be designed with a higher NGD time in order
to compensate for the positive GD time of the impedance trans-
formers. Designing the NGDF with a higher NGD time makes
a narrow NGD-BW.
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Fig. 9. Simulation results of matched and unmatched NGDF with .

Fig. 10. Simulated return losses of matched and unmatched NGDF with
.

III. IMPLEMENTATION AND EXPERIMENTAL PERFORMANCE

To verify the design concept of the proposed NGDF, a two-
stage filter ( ) with specification given in Table I is de-
signed and fabricated for the US personal communication ser-
vice (PCS) downlink center frequency ( ) of 1.962 GHz. With
the specification of the filter, the lumped element values of the
NGDF shown in Fig. 2(b) are obtained as ,

, pF, nH,
and .
The element values of the unmatched distributed NGDF are

given in Table IV. The filter is fabricated on substrate RT/Duroid
5880 from Rogers Inc. with a dielectric constant ( ) of 2.2 and
a thickness ( ) of 31 mil. To reduce the circuit size, -inverters
implemented with a line are meandered. The simulation is
performed using Ansoft’s HFSS v13.
Fig. 11 shows the simulation and measurement results of

the unmatched NGDF. From the measurements, it is deter-
mined that the GD time of 7.3 ns with an SA of 22.65 dB at
1.962 GHz are obtained and the NGD-BW is around 100 MHz,
which is slightly less than 3-dB BW. As shown in Fig. 11, the

Fig. 11. Simulation and measurement results of unmatched NGDF with
.

Fig. 12. Photograph of fabricated NGDFs: (a) unmatched NGDF with
and (b) NGDF with two cascaded filters operating at two different center fre-
quencies.

measurement results are in good agreement with the simula-
tions. Fig. 12(a) shows a photograph of fabricated circuit of
unmatched NGDF.

A. Enhancement of NGD-BW

As shown by the results in the previous sections, the
NGD-BW of the proposed filter is narrow. One of the ways to
increase the NGD-BW is to increase . However, increasing
cannot provide the large increase in the NGD-BW that is

shown in Fig. 5. Another way to employ the NGDF with a
broader NGD-BW is to cascade NGDFs operating at different
center frequencies.
Fig. 13 shows the simulation and measurement results of two

cascaded unmatched NGDFs. Fig. 13 also shows the simula-
tion results of the fourth- and fifth-order NGDFs for compar-
ison. In this work, the two units of NGDFs of the second order
are designed for GHz and GHz, re-
spectively, and are cascaded in order to get an NGD-BW of
200 MHz and a center frequency GHz. As seen
from these figures, the measurement results of two cascaded
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Fig. 13. Simulation and measurement results of unmatched NGDF with two
cascaded filters operating at two different center frequencies.

TABLE V
ELEMENT VALUES OF TRANSMISSION LINE MATCHED NGDF

[REFER TO FIG. 8(b)]

NGDFs have good agreement with the simulations. From the
measurements, a maximum achievable GD time of 6.5 ns with
an SA of 35.2 dB are obtained. The measured NGD-BW of the
cascaded NGDF is somewhat broader than those of the fourth-
and fifth-order NGDF. A photograph of the fabricated cascading
NGDF is shown in Fig. 12(b).

B. Matched NGDF

To validate the theoretical analysis of the NGDF with im-
proved return losses, a two-stage microstrip matched NGDF
was designed and measured. For this purpose, the filter is
designed with the same specification given in Table I, except
for ns, which is some higher value than required
value ( 6.5 ns) in order to compensate positive GD time of
impedance transformers. Therefore, the element values of
the proposed matched NGDF with are the same as
the unmatched NGDF, except resistance values ( and ),
which are given in Table V.
Fig. 14 shows the simulated and measured GD and SA values

of the matched NGDF. The simulation and measurement results
of the matched NGDF have good agreement. As shown in these
figures, a GD time of 6.5 ns is obtained with an SA ( ) of
21.5 dB at 1.961 GHz. However, the NGD-BW of the matched
NGDF is somewhat smaller than that of the unmatched NGDF
due to the fact that the NGDF should be designed with a some-
what higher NGD time to compensate for the positive GD time
of the impedance transformers.
Fig. 15 shows a return-loss characteristics of the matched

NGDF. As shown in this figure, the return-loss characteristics

Fig. 14. Simulated and measured GD/magnitude characteristics of
matched NGDF with .

Fig. 15. Simulated and measured return loss of matched NGDF with .

of the matched NGDF are better than 24 dB at 1.961 GHz.
The photograph of the fabricated matched NGDF is shown in
Fig. 16.
The structure of the matched cascading NGDFwith enhanced

NGD-BW is shown in Fig. 17. In this structure, two NGDFs
( and ) with operating at different center
frequencies ( and ) are cascaded. To obtain improved input/
output return-loss characteristics, first input and output imped-
ances ( and ) are calculated at
without considering the open/short stubs. The values of
and at are given as and re-
spectively. Secondly, the open stub line with the characteristic
impedance and electrical length is added to compensate
the inductive reactance of and obtaining a purely resistive

. Similarly, to obtain a purely resistive
by compensating the capacitive reactance of , the short stub
with a characteristic impedance and electrical length
is connected, as shown in Fig. 18. Lastly, the purely resistive
values of and are transformed to at using the

transmission lines. Further, this method can be extended for
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Fig. 16. Photograph of fabricated matched NGDF.

Fig. 17. Proposed structure of matched NGDF with two cascading filters op-
erating at different center frequencies and its design method.

higher number (more than two) of cascading NGDFs to design
the NGD time with multiple zeros for NGD-BW enhancement.
For the experimental validation of the proposed structure of

the matched cascading NGDF, the goal was set as a of
6.5 ns at GHz and an NGD-BW of 200 MHz.

For this purpose, and are designed at
GHz and GHz, respectively. The circuit pa-

rameters of and , shown in Fig. 17, are given
in Table IV, except for the resistances. The characteristic imped-
ances and the electrical lengths of the open and short stubs are
given as , , and , ,

Fig. 18. Simulation and measurement results of matched NGDF with two cas-
cading filters.

Fig. 19. Simulation and measurement results of matched NGDF with two cas-
cading filters.

respectively, to compensate for the inductive/capacitive reac-
tance of the input impedances. The characteristic impedances
of the transformers are given as 29.5 in this work.
The simulation and measurement results of the matched

cascading NGDF are shown in Fig. 18. The measured results
have good agreement with the simulations results. As shown
in these figures, the maximum achieved NGD is 6 ns with
an SA of 32.94 dB and an NGD-BW of 150 MHz. However,
the NGD-BW of this structure is slightly less than that of the
unmatched cascading NGDF due to the positive GD of the
open/short stubs and impedances transformers in the matched
filter.
The simulated and measured input/output return losses of the

matched cascading NGDF are shown in Fig. 19. As shown in
this figure, the measurement results are in good agreement with
the simulations. The input/output return losses ( and )
are better than 30 dB at GHz and 10 dB in the range
of 1.91–2.01 GHz, respectively. Since the impedance matching
is concentrated at only, the good return characteristics are
obtained at this frequency. Moreover, the BW of return-loss
characteristics is slightly smaller than NGD-BW, as shown in
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TABLE VI
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF PROPOSED NGDF WITH OTHERS WORKS

Figs. 18 and 19, which is due to narrowband characteristics of
impedance transformers [28]. However, it can be improved by
utilizing wideband impedance transformers.
Table VI shows the performance comparison of the proposed

NGDF among the previous works. Due to the tradeoff between
the achieved NGD time and the BW, the appropriate parameter
to compare the circuit’s performance is the NGD-BW product.
Therefore, as shown in this table, the proposed NGDFs provide
improved NGD-BW products compared to the previous works.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the design and implementation of a distributed
transmission line NGDF topology with a predefined GD time
has been demonstrated. The NGD is obtained by inserting
external resistors into the resonators of the BSF. The proposed
NGDF is less sensitive to the temperature-dependent resistance
variation. For the experimental validation, a second-order
negative group filter with the predefined NGD was designed,
simulated, and measured. The measurement results were in
good agreement with the theoretical predictions. The design
method for the NGDF with improved input/output return loss
was also discussed and experimentally verified. To enhance
the NGD-BW, the response of a cascaded two-stage NGDF
operating at different frequencies was also presented in this
paper. This design method and topology are also applicable to
higher order NGDFs. The proposed filter topology is simple to
implement and is expected to be applicable in various wireless
communication systems.
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